INDICATING AND HAND SIGNALS

Drive safely. Indicate early.

1. Write T (TRUE) or F (FALSE) next to each statement.
   - You must indicate/signal when you intend to turn right.
   - You only have to indicate/signal when changing lanes if another vehicle is in the lane you are moving into.
   - You must indicate/signal when moving from a stationary position on the side of the road.
   - If you are making a U turn, you don’t need to indicate/signal.
   - If you have enough time, you should indicate/signal to pull out and overtake.
   - You do not need to indicate/signal when moving back after you have overtaken a car.
   - If you intend to slow down or stop, you must indicate/signal.

2. What are three types of indicators?
   1. ______________________
   2. ______________________
   3. ______________________

3. Hand signals must be used if your vehicle is not equipped with stop lights or flashing indicators. What do the below hand signals indicate?

4. You do not need to indicate/signal when you are approaching a roundabout if you are going straight ahead.
   - True
   - False


Turn to pages 31-32 for the answers.